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INTRODUCTION

The emergency core cooling system (ECCS) is the safety system that prevents peak cladding temperature (PCT) increase over design limit during the loss of coolant accident (LOCA) and leakage of nuclear fission product thus guaranteeing core safety. As shown in fig. 1, ECCS provides makeup water to cool the reactor in the event of a loss of coolant from the reactor cooling system. This cooling is needed to remove the decay heat still in the reactor's fuel after the reactor is shutdown. The phenomena of LOCA have been investigated for long time. The most extensive research project for LOCA was 2-D/3-D program experiments [1]. The results of the 2-D/3-D experiments show that flow conditions in the downcomer during the end-of-blowdown were highly multi-dimensional at full-scale. During the reflood, the distribution of water in the core was one-dimensional. But flow in the core exhibited multi-dimensionality. One-dimen-
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Figure 1. End of blowdown to lower plenum refill [1]
sional manometer oscillation between the downcomer and core was observed. The water level was higher in front of the broken cold leg nozzle than at other azimuthal positions. Flow phenomena at the tie plate were uniform. With the background of 2-D/3-D study, multi-dimensional codes such as TRAC [2], RELAP5-3D [3], CATHARE [4], SPACE [5], MARS [6, 7], and COBRA-TF [8, 9] were developed and applied LOCA application.

But so far, the input deck for LBLOCA used in advanced power reactor 1400 (APR1400) analyses applied 1-D downcomer model and the nodalization of existing input deck was not proper to reflect cross-flow effects within neighboring hydro components. In this paper, the authors developed LBLOCA analysis input deck with new downcomer nodalization and multi-dimensional downcomer model, then performed LOCA analysis with new input decks and compared results with existing analysis results.

APR1400 LBLOCA ANALYSIS

Code and methodology

MARS-KS 1.4 Version [10-13] is applied for system thermal hydraulics calculation. Analysis was processed under LBOCA of 100 % break size of cold leg case.

New nodalization

In this sensitivity analysis for APR1400 nodalization under LBLOCA condition, the original nodalization was modified in two ways.

First, nodalization connections between the downcomer region and the hot and cold legs were modified to reflect real downcomer structure. As shown in fig. 2, the downcomer region of original region is divided into 6 azimuthal sectors to accommodate 4 cold legs (CL) and 2 hot legs (HL). Four direct vessel injection (DVI) lines are connected to the middle of upper downcomer. Although cold legs and DVI lines are connected to downcomer in horizontal direction as shown in fig. 3, cold legs and DVI are connected to the top face of downcomer. The cross-flow option [3, 14] at cross-flow junction connection with neighboring downcomer components is not used either. The middle point of axial locations of components connected to cold leg and DVI are modified to correspond with the middle point of cold leg and DVI. Cold legs and DVI form outside face of downcomer components are reconnected as shown in fig. 4.

Secondly, azimuthal sectors of downcomer region were increased from 6 to 12 to enhance the model accuracy. The nodalization has the most important effect on code calculations as it influences their accuracy and determines their feasibility. In general, calculations performed with finer nodalization will yield results that are in better agreement with experimental data. However, a finer nodalization requires longer computing time and, therefore, costs more [14]. In early LBLOCA analyses, 2 sectors were used for the downcomer and 6 sectors are used in the current LBLOCA analyses. Furthermore, 12 sectors are used in the current study. The authors increased azimuthal sectors from 6 to 12 and reassigned axial heights and volumes of each component with maintaining same total volumes. For example, the heights of components connected to cold leg are modified to internal diameter of cold leg nozzle. The modified steady-state input deck was run and mass velocity of coolant through cold leg was checked. For maintaining same pressure
downcomer with original input deck, the loss coefficients in junctions connecting each component were modified until mass velocity of cold leg became equal to mass velocity of cold leg of input deck used in APR1400 analyses during the steady state.

Multi-dimensional flow model

Korea Atomic Energy Research Institute (KAERI) developed the multi-dimensional system code by integrating the one dimensional RELAP5/MOD3 code and the multi-dimensional COBRA-TF code. Although COBRA-TF module can handle the multi-channel flow, there were limitations for the application of shear terms and cylindrical coordinate system.

A new multi-dimensional component in MARS has been developed to overcome these limitations, to get the more flexible 3-D capabilities in the system code, and to allow the user to model more accurately the multi-dimensional hydrodynamic features of reactor operation, primarily in the vessel (i.e., core, downcomer) and steam generator. The multi-dimensional component (indicated by MULTID in the input cards) defines a one, two, or three dimensional arrays of volumes and the internal junctions connecting these volumes. The geometry can be either Cartesian or cylindrical. The full 3-D convection and diffusion terms are implemented in the momentum equation.

The downcomer region of existing input deck is composed by ANNULUS components considered one-dimensional components. So, the authors replaced the downcomer area from ANNULUS options to multi-dimensional option (MULTID) with cylindrical coordinates system [15, 16] from new nodalization input deck.

For checking effects of multi-dimensional option, dimensional values like heights and volumes of downcomer components remained the same as new input deck. For maintaining the same pressure drop in downcomer with original input deck, the loss coefficients in junctions connecting each component were also modified in the same method of developing new input deck with 12 radial components.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Results of existing and new input deck

Even though the best way to check whether new input deck could describe more realistic coolant phenomena during LBLOCA is comparing results with LBLOCA experimental data, there were difficulties to get experiment data and perform comparative analysis. So the authors compared coolant flow phenomena from new nodalization input deck and multi-dimensional model with LBLOCA analysis results from existing input deck instead.

As shown in fig. 5, PCT from new input deck decreased more speedily compared to that from existing input deck. The second PCT peak point from new input deck is lower than that from original input deck. The safety injection tank (SIT) injection and break flow rate from break cold leg shows similar tendency. The water level in the core of original input deck kept low level during the high and low SIT injection and kept high fluctuation during the refill period. The water level in downcomer also shows high fluctuation during the refill period.

The core flow rate have been changed. Especially during the reflood period, when core flows from new input deck shows lower fluctuation than the original deck.

The effects of cross-flow option

MARS Code solves below momentum equation [6] to calculate the coolant flow in hydro components

Figure 4. Downcomer nodalization with 12 radial components (cold legs: SIT injection point, hot legs: break point)
In the existing input deck, the momentum flux term \( (\nabla V) \) is not applied to the cross-flow junctions to calculate the cross-flow within each downcomer components. For realistic safety analysis, the authors checked the effects of cross-flow option in MARS for LBLOCA analysis. From original and new input decks, the authors changed cross-flow option to use momentum flux in both to and from volume and two
more calculations were achieved. Then the authors compared the results of both cases; the results of original input deck with cross-flow option and without cross-flow option, result of new input deck with cross-flow option and without cross-flow option.

In case of original input deck and new input deck, there was no critical change of PCT trend by using cross-flow option as shown in fig. 6, fig. 7. But PCT trends of both cases show rapid drop at end of PCT drift curve and new input deck shows more rapid drop. The downcomer is divided into 6 at the original...
input deck and 12 at the new input deck. So, the new input deck has double number of cross-flow junctions applied the cross-flow options. It can be inferred that cross-flow option has more effects on PCT trend with new radial 12 divided nodalization.

In both cases, flow rates of SIT injection and break flow show similar trends regardless of using cross-flow option. There were some changes in water level of active core and downcomer and core flow rate. The clear relation between these changes and rapid drop of PCT was not found.

The results of multi-dimensional flow model

In case of multi-dimensional downcomer model, PCT decreased more quickly than original input deck and PCT decreased more slowly than new input deck as shown in fig. 8. During high SIT flow period, PCT of multi-dimensional input deck show more similar trend with new input deck than the original deck. This is because the new input deck and multi-dimensional model share same dimensional values (volume, height) of downcomer. The PCT drop is delayed by using the multi-dimensional flow model.

Coolant flow phenomena during refilling

ECC by-pass flow phenomena occur during the coolant refill period as shown in figs. 9 and 10.

After 30 s of cold leg "Break", coolant mass flow velocity vectors for each cases were checked. The velocities on junctions of each downcomer components are extracted and scattered on rectangle dimension as shown in figs. 11, 12, and 13.

Compared to original and new input deck, coolant flow of multi-dimensional model with cross-flow option shows more clear ECC by-pass phenomena (fig. 13). In case of original input deck, cold legs are connected to upper face of downcomer components and downcomer is divided by 6 azimuthal sectors. As shown in fig. 11, there is no clear by-pass trend from original input deck. Each coolant flow shows different flow patterns and there is no clear continuity of flow.

Figure 9. ECC by-pass with ECC injection [15]

Figure 10. End of blowdown phase – ECC by-pass [1]

Figure 11. Coolant flow of original input deck during refill
Especially, flow patterns at the left bottom side looks irregular and flow patterns of the top region do not show ECC by-pass flow.

By using modified input deck, the ECC by-pass flow phenomena is better characterized and found to be consistent with both experimental report [1] and regulatory guide [14]. In case of multi-dimensional input deck (fig. 13), velocity vectors near break cold leg are heading for break cold leg location. ECC by-pass flow trend became clearer from multi-dimensional input deck. More velocity vectors are facing to break cold leg location and trend of by-pass flow velocity vectors on upper area flows very speedily.

CONCLUSIONS

The sensitivity analysis for APR1400 nodalization based on MARS code was conducted with MARS-KS 1.4 Version. The analysis was processed under the LBCOCA of 100 % break size of cold leg case. The authors developed input deck with new downcomer nodalization and multi-dimensional downcomer model.

For sensitivity analysis under LBLOCA condition, we changed the original nodalization into finer nodalization; From 6 azimuthal sectors of downcomer region to 12 azimuthal sectors, and junction connections with 4 cold legs and DVI lines were modified for reflecting realistic cross-flow effect and real downcomer structure, then performed LOCA analysis with new input decks and compared with existing analysis results. PCT from new input and multi-dimensional input deck shows similar PCT trend from original input deck, where more rapid drop of PCT from new and multi-dimensional input deck than original input deck occurred. It can be concluded that no acceptance criteria [17] issue occurred even though new and multi-dimensional input deck are applied to LBLOCA analysis.

The analysis of the effects of cross-flow option in MARS for LBLOCA was conducted. The cross-flow option has more effects on new radial 12 divided azimuthal sectors than 6 azimuthal sectors because 12 azimuthal sectors nodalization has double number of cross-flow junctions which apply the cross-flow options than that of 6 azimuthal sectors. ECC by-pass occurred during this refill period [14]. From this study, it can be inferred that the ECC by-pass flow phenomena from new input deck is better characterized and found to be consistent with both experimental report [1] and regulatory guide [14]. The authors verified that more realistic LBLOCA analysis could be conducted by new and multi-dimensional input deck.
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**Hrvoje Vuljić, Saša-Žarko LI, Seung-Do OH, Vung-Bae KIM**

**ISTRJIVAJE OSETLJIVOSTI REZULTATA ANALIZE AKCIDENTA UZLJED GUBITKA HLAĐIOCA U DOWOĐNOM CIEWSU APR1400 REAKTOIRA U ZAVISNOSTI OD NODALIZACIJE RASXLAGNOM CIEWSU**

U MARS RACUNARSKOM PROGRAMU

Pojava akcidentnata gubitka hlađioa dugo se istražuju i rezultati eksperimenta pokazuju da je stana protoka hlađoza u dovodnom systemu cewoda tokom zapretka taka akcidenta u punom obimu izrazito multidimenzionalno. Međutim, nodalizacija dovodnog sistema cewoda hlađioa u ulaznim podacima za slučaj celičkog loma (LBLOCA) koristen u dosadašnjim analizama APR1400 reaktora modelovana je jednodimenzionalnom nodalizacijom koja je neodgovarajuća da opisne realne poaje u hlađnici tokom takve LOCA analize. U ovom radu, autori su modifikovali nodalizaciju glavnog rasxlagnog sistema u LBOCA ulaznim podacima MARS racunarског programa i sproweli analizu LBOCA sa novim ulaznim podacima. Umeot originalnog LBOCA paketa ulaznih podataka, nodalizacija glavnog dovodnog sistema hlađioa i razvodnih vez a 4 hlađanske grane i direktnim urugavajucim cewodama u sud reakto re modifikovana je da prikaže realno dejo unakrsnog protoka hlađioa i pravu strukturu lavnog dovodnog sistema za hlađenje. Rezultati analize pokazuju da sa novim ulaznim podacima maksimum temperature košuljece opada brže nego u dosadašnjim analizama i da je smanje maksimuma temperature košuljece posledica primenjenog pobolšanja usled doe člana impulsa unakrsnog taka hlađioa. Porad toga, autori su razvili novi paket ulaznih podataka sa multidimenzionalnim nodalizovanim modolom glavnog dovodnog sistema hlađioa i primenili ga u MARS programu. Korisnjenjem modifikovanog paketa ulaznih podataka, delovajte interventnog sistema hlađenja u slučaju akcidenta bolje je oписанo i utvrđeno da je u skladu i sa eksperimentalnim rezultatima i sa regulatornim uputstvima.

Ključne reči: LBOCA, maksimum šemišerajtue košuljece, multišemienionalni sistem hlađeja jezgra, MARS kod, vishedimenzionalna nodalizacija